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Rpponrs Fnou THE FonsIDDEN ZoNp

S WE WENT TO PRESS WITH THIS AWARDS

issue, I participated in a celebration of a

program in sacred architecture at

Catholic Universify in Washington, D.C. This year

marks the tenth anniversary of the Walton Visiting
Critic program, which brings architects, designers, and scholars of sacred

architecture to CU to serve as visiting critics in a special studio focused

on the design of spiritual environments. Over the years visiting crit-
ics have included Antoine Predock, Craig Hartman, |uhani Pallasmaa,

Alberto Campo Baeza, Claudio Silvestrin, Eliana B6rmida, Prem

Chandavarkar, Rick Ioy, Susan fones, and myself.

The program is unique-I'm not aware of another in the world that

dedicates an endowed studio and visiting critic program to this topic,

and it goes beyond the design of religious architecture. Any kind of
structure, any type of environment, for any kind of use-can be spiritual
architecture. Building a bridge between the merely functional and the

spiritual imparts architecture with a timeless yet existential dimension.

This awards issue demonstrates the growing critical importance of
engaging architecture students in the creation ofspiritual places. Several

years ago the Faith & Form awards program opened a category for stu-

dent work, and winning projects have demonstrated a deep and abiding

engagement ofstudents and faculty in searching for the spiritual through

design (and in some cases construction). While Catholic University is

clearly a pioneer in this realm, more architecture schools are creating

opportunities to explore the spiritual in architecture.

As Ive lectured and written in this journal and elsewhere, the explo-

ration of spiritual architecture in architecture school is often met with

I:DITOR'S l'A(it: * \'llCl IALI- .J. CROSllll:

hostility by faculty and administration (it is a veritable "forbidden zone"

in many programs). But over the years students have continued to push

this design agenda forward, often in resistance to studio critics who feel

threatened to consider architecture in a theoretical framework other
than a secular or abstract one, which discounts or ignores the experi-

ential power of architecture. In a free-ranging discussion of the topic

that I moderated at the CU event, Pallasmaa warned that the result is a

flattening of architecture to one dimension that leaves no room for the

spiritual-essentially a denial of a key part of the human condition.
There is obviously a thirst to explore the spiritual dimension in many

architecture schools, and students should continue to push for its libera-

tion from the forbidden zone. What can architects and teachers do to

make this happen? We can work to create a "spacd' within the intellectual

culture of architectural education for students can consider the sacred'

The questions open to inquiry can be challenging (some might even

describe them as'difficult"), and immersing students and faculty in such

inquiry often pushes them beyond their comfort zones. But isn't that the

point ofany kind ofeducation?
A student named Sina whom I worked with described the CU studio

as a "retreat." It reminded him of why he wanted to be an architect: that

his primary desire was to create places that give a person a momentary

pause, perhaps a private haven to pray. Places that invite us to become

someone else, maybe just for a little while-to leave one's form and space

behind and to occupy another-to transform and to transcend. Sina told

me that the studio led him to conclude that it is architecture's fundamen-

tal purpose to do this: to transform and to transcend-the same purpose

as spirituality itself. E
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To leorn more obout ACLS os well os these ond other oword winning members pleose visit:

www. liturgicol'consullo nts.org

Theme lssue:

Environments
for Retreat

The experience of retreat-
removing one's self from the
world, or embarking on a

spiritual journey (most often
in the form of pilgrimage)-
has been a spiritual
discipline for millennia.
How is the experience of
retreat supported through
architecture and art? How

can the creation of sPace

and its adornment proPel

one on a spiritualjourneY?
The first issue of 2019 will
explore how environments
aid and enhance the retreat
experience. Please submit
projects (built or unbuilt),
article ideas, artworks, or

meditations on the nature

of retreat to the editor:
mcrosbie@faithandform.com
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The 2OI8 Religious Art & Architecture Awards
By Michael J. Crosbie
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A rorar or tz7 SuntrrssroNs to the awards program this year rep_
resented an increase ofabout 7 percentover the number oflast year,s
entrants-good news indeed.

one thing that impressed this year's awards jury were considerations
about how designs related to the larger communiry attempting to address
the need and forge connections between the faith .o--,r.rity and the
context. These projects told a story about how the design ofthe worship
environment was influenced by the communiry This is a continuation o]
a trend that jury members have commented on over the past few years.

The jury hoped to see more adaptive re-use/re-purpose entries (only
two were submitted this year, but one became an award winner). The
number of renovations or restorations submitted was robust: 15 entries
out of a total 56 submitted to the Religious Architecture category. The
jurors noted some excellent examples of older worship enviionments
sensitively rejuvenated or reinvented. The absence oi megachurches
submitted might indicate a decline in their construction. The jury
commented that many designs were sensitive in their response to
human scale.

The jury lamented the dearth of Religious Art entries_only l1 were
submitted. |urors speculated that the amount of work in this category
is falling off, or perhaps the awards program needs to raise its prlnf.
in the religious art community. Iury members suggested that arciritects
and designers entering built work encourage artists involved in these
projects to submit in the Religious Art category. Likewise, architects
with projects with a landscape design separate from the architecture
should urge that those sacred landscapes be entered (there were no
winners in the Sacred Landscape category).

Alon-S winning projects, the jury members detected two strong
trends: the preference for natural materiars in worship environments]
andinventive design solutions to address tight budgets. Several projects
used simple materials in creative ways to generate cutting-edge designs
(such as the "The Tent of Meeting" on page 34 and the.,pr:aye.ip"..,io,
page 35). Jurors were also encouraged by the Iarge number of entries in
the Unbuilt and Student work categories (42,which yielded nine award
winners). They found many student projects to be intelligent, searching,
andwell researched in pushing the frontiers of newkindr"of ,.cr.d rp".!.
- The 2019 awards program opens for submissions April l, ZOIS at
faithandformawards.com. E

Tbe 2018 Faith 6 Form/ID Religious Art and Arcbitecture
Aut1rds Juy, left to ight: tbe Reuerend'W. Joseph Mann (clergy
and iury chair); Katbleen Lane (architect); Chistine Reinbari
(liturgical designer); Margaret Adams parker (artist); Stepben C.
Pickard (architect).

20teufir!flll
Faith t Forrn lnterfairh Desigrr

Awands Pmgram
f*ReliBious.\rt

& \n.hitet.tuneAward Categories

Religious Architecture New
Faci lities . Renovation
Restoration . Unbuilt Work
Ad a pti ve Re - u se / Re - p u rpose

Sacred l-andscape

The Jury Panel

Chair / Architect
Kathleen Lane
AIA Baltimore
Baltimore, MD

Architect /
James Theimer
Trilogy Architecture
Redding, CA

Clergy /
Rev. Gilbert 2stdiek
Cathol ic Theological Union
Chicago, lL

Uturgical/ lnterior Design

Religious Arts Visual Arts
. Liturgical Furnishings .
Ceremonial Objects

Student Work Architecture .
Arts . Design . Landscape

Artist /
Scott Parsons
Sloux Fal/s, SD

Liturgical Designer /
Annie Dixon
Dixon Studios
Staunton, VA

\u rRlls \\ r,:usl'r'l: ( )pl,:r r,on Sr ntussrrtrs

- \t,rtr t- 1, 20lg
\ isit lhithanrll'or.nralr:rrrls.corn lirr rk.tails!
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Honor

Hariri Pontarini Architects
Bah6'i Temple of South America " Santiago, Chile

Set withln the foothills of the Andes, just beyond the me-

tropolis of Santiago, this temple uses light for its spiritual

and design inspiration. Nestled in the rolling topography

of the mountains and surrounded by reflecting pools and

native grasses, this complex-curved temple of light acts

as an invitation for spiritual contemplation and architec-

tural pilgrimage.
Fourteen years in the making, the building represents the

last of the eight continental temples commissioned by the

Baht/l Community. The Bah5'[faith is built on the tenet

of universality; the architectural challenge was to create

a design that would be welcoming to people of all faiths

and cultures; recognizable as a house of worship without

referencing specific iconography'
lnspiration was drawn from a myriad of sources, such

as the magic of dappled sunshine beneath a canopy of

trees, the rotation of a Sufi whirling dancer, the interwoven

strands of Japanese bamboo baskets, and the fragmenta-

tion of shattered glass. Developed through hand sketches,

physical models, and state-of-the-art digital technology,

the final design is composed of nine identical, gracefully

torqued wings that frame an open, accessible, light-filled

space for prayer and meditation. The aim was to achieve

an interplay of seeming contradictions: stillness and move-

ment, simplicity and complexity, intimacy and monumen-

tality, a solid structure capable of dissolving in light.

Between dawn and dusk the temple becomes Infused

with the wide range of seasonal colors that dance across

Santiago's sky. At night, the materials allow for an inver-

sion of light, whereby the temple, lit from within, casts a

soft glow against the Andean mountains.

Jury Comments

Ihis is a luminous buitding, organic, rising like a lotus flower

in the water. There is a strong sense of motion and energy' The

sense of movement is cariled through the entire design' The

views of and from the temple are absolutely stunning'

8 zorg FerrH e< Fonr/INTERFATTH DesrcN REr-rcrous Anr g AncnrrEcrunp Awanos {'www.faithandformawards'com
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Architect

Hariri Pontarini Architects
235 Carlaw Avenue, Suite 301
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
416-929-4901
Siamak Hariri, Doron Meinhard, Justin Huang
Ford, George Simonopoulos, Tahirih Viveros,
Jaegap Chung, Mehrdad Tavakkolian, Jimmy
Farrington, Michael Boxer, Tiago Masrour, Jin-yi
McMillen, Adriana Balen, Donald Peters, John
Cook (project team)

Local Architect
Benkal y Larrain Arquitectos
Su pe rstructu re a nd Claddi ng

Gartner Steel and Glass GmbH
Glass Cladding

Jetf Goodman Studio and CGD Glass

Stone Fabrication

EDM

Structural Consultant

Simpson Gumpertz & Heger

M ec ha n ica I I Electrica I Consu lta nt
MMM Group

Plumbing Consultant

Videla & Asociados

HVAC Consultant

The OPS Group

Lighting Consultant

Limari Lighting Design Ltda.
Isometrix

Acoustical Consultant

Ver6nica Wulf
Way-Finding Graphics

Entro Communications
Photography

Sebastian Wilson Leon,
Guy Wenborne
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Rellgious Architecture " New Facilities , Honor

Midland Architecture
Rural Chapel " Lafferty, Ohio

This chapel sits along an Appalachian
foothill, overlooking the village of Lafferty,

nested in the hollow below. First started

as a company town during the Ohio Valley

coal boom, the village is now primarily an

agricultural community with farmsteads
populating its outer limits.

The prolect came about as the result of

the town having lost its sole church to a

house fire that spread from a neighboring
property. With no specifics in mind, it was

the community leaders' hope to replace

the former vinyl-clad structure with some-

thing spiritual and enduring.
For the chapel's exterior, the design

interprets the traditional, single-gable
silhouette as a stone- and cedar-clad
archetypal form that communicates with

the agrarian out-buildings dotting the

surroundlng hillsides. The materials were

chosen both to keep with local vernacular
and to provide the building with a skin

that ages with a rugged gracefulness.

On the interior, the agrarian metaphor
continues as the white oak timber-framed

structure is revealed. The frame was

constructed by local Amish craftsman

10 zor8 FerrH et Fonr/INTERFATTH Dr,srcN Rrrtclous Anr et ARcHIIEctuRn Awenos * www.faithandformawards'com
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Architect

Midland Architecture
219 57TH St., Studio F

Pittsburgh, PA i5201
4r2-444-4624
midlandarch.com
Greg Dutton, Matt Diersen
(project team)

Contractor

Withrow Contracting

Structural Engineer

Schneider Engineering

Photography

Liz Dutton

and erected on-site in a one-day raislng,
at which the community gathered for a

family-style lunch and viewing.
ln warm weather, hidden doors situated

in the exterior side partitions are released
to give views to the pines north of the
chapel and the valley below, and allow
prevailing breezes to cool the space.

Jury Comments
This chapel possesses such dignity, and takes
its role in this small community seriously. lt
is contemporary but looks like it has always
been there. The interior is moving. The asym-
metry is unexpected, with great dynamism in
a small space.
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Honor

Cherrez y Cantera
The SAJ: Urban Chapel of St lgnatius " Pamplona, Spain

This urban chapel of Saint lgnatius, known as the
SAJ, is situated in an open backyard in Pam-
plona. This small chapel is used for daily mass
services, and its size complements the bigger
school church, better oriented for crowded week-
end celebrations. The SAJ is a sheltered place

for those who want to pray, participate in the
religious services, or contemplate the mystery in

front of the tabernacle.
The transition from the outside busy road to the

interior qulet place is shaped by a repetitive struc-
ture defined by a series of wood frames organized
in a crescendo order towards a wide and transpar-
ent opening to the sky. There is a subtle symbolic
allegory within the chapel, which is developed
by some of the following numerical themes: One:

above all and everything, a unique opening that
provides the only source of direct light and views
that represents God's presence. Three: above
the entrance, three big mirrors of equal size and

shape, placed together to form one unity that
represents the Holy Trinity. Four: the Evangelists

symbolized by four stone slabs, on which the
priest stands in front of the altar and the assem-

bly during the celebrations. Seven: the principal
gesture that shapes the chapel and represents

the sacraments, with seven wood frames that are

fused wlth the benches as an embrace. This is
the part where the building literally touches one.

Twelve: representing the enlightenment brought
through the apostles, 12 indirect light openings
follow a pattern rhythmically inclined towards a
vanishing point under the only source of dlrect
lieht. All of the materials are natural.

Jury Comments

The section reveals the spatial experience. Ihls is a

surprisingly evocative space, subt/e and significant.

Natural light is brought into it in very a poetic way.

This extraordinary smallspace has great power.
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tlrchitect

Xavier Ch|rrez
Raquel Cantera
Paseo Anelier 22, bajo
Pamplona, 31014 Spain
+34 948123688
www.cherrezyca ntera.es

theology Consultant

Carlos Moraza, SJ

Facility Consultant

Javier Gonzdlez Gallo

Construction and
Project Management

Cherrez y Cantera

Contractor

Conslau

Geologist

Antonio Aretxabala

Quantity Surveyor

lgnacio GonzAlez

Timber Consultant

Sergio Buil

Structural Consultant

Beatriz Gil

Metal Consultant

Jos6 M. P6rrez

Lighting Consultant

Jos6 L. Saenz

M echa n icall Electrica I Consu tta nt
Jos6 M. Moro

Photography

Jos6 M. Cutillas
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Religious Architecture , Restoration , Honor

Bauer Latoza Studio, Ltd.
All Saints Episcopal Church " Chicago, Illinois

Although the exemplary efforts in the
restoration and preservation of this 1883
building are many, they began with Rever-

end Bonnie Perry. ln 2013 she orchestrat-
ed the project, focused on the ambitious
goal of competing the restoration and

brought together people of varied skills in

fundraising, sales, public relations, and

media outreach to champion an effort to
raise the needed funds.

This restoration faced many challenges,
including deteriorated original wood posts

foundation, a non-original vestibule that
was settling and pulllng the east wall of
the sanctuary out of plumb, a historic bell

tower that lacked lateral stability, failing
stained-glass windows by Healy & Millet
that were missing glazing and structurally
compromised; a shroud of stucco hidlng

the Shingle Style deslgn of the building for

nearly 110 years. After shoring the church

structure and raising the vestibule, the

foundation walls were replaced with new

concrete walls; an innovative network of

steel straps was installed to anchor the

belfry; each stained-glass window was

removed and restored; and the stucco was
painstakingly removed, resulting in 90
percent of the original wood siding being

restored. The revealed architectural beauty

of one of the oldest wood-framed Shingle

Style buildings in Chicago is a testament
to the church's continued dedication

to the community, a monument to its
ever-growing positive impact throughout

Chicago, and an inspiration to those who

come across it.

Jury Comments
This is a stunning restoration of an architec-

tural landmark, with lots of attention to detail.

The result is amazingly sensitive to the build-

ing's history and location. lt reveals the beauty

of what was hidden behind layers of old paint

and stucco, and gives the church a structural

new lease on life.
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Assoc/ate Architect
Manske Diekmann Thompson
Structural Engineer

Wiss, Janney, Elstner, lnc.
Stalned-G/ass R estoration

Opal Glass Studio

Slte and Landscape Design
Stephen J. Christy, Jr.

Photography

Leslie Schwartz
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Architect

Bauer Latoza Studio, Ltd.
332 S. [Vlichigan, Suite 701
Chicago, lL 60604
312-567-1000
bauerlatozastud io.com
Edward Torrez (principal-in-charge),
Kirk Sippel (project director)

Construction

Young Construction, lnc.
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Religious Arts , Visual Arts , Honor

Elizabeth Devereaux, Devereaux Architectural Glass
New Clairvaux Abbey Windows " Vina, California

The monastery at New Clairvaux was

orlginally a 12th-century Cistercian
Monastery in northern Spain. ln the early

1930s William Randolph Hearst bought

the monastery and imported it to Califor-

nia. Shortly afterwards, the Depression

and World War ll made it impossible for

Hearst to build, and he deeded it to the

City of San Franclsco. There it languished

for 40 years behind the De Young Muse-

um until Fr. Thomas Davis, a young monk

from Gethsemene Cistercian lVlonastery in

Kentucky, heard the story, saw the stones,

and had a vision of acquiring the stones

for a new abbey in Vina, California. With
persistence and time, the monastery, both

Abbot Davis, and then Abbot Paul Mark

Schwan, acquired the stones, although

half had disappeared by then. The abbey

consulted with British and Spanish histo-

rians, and hired German stone carvers to

re-form and recut the missing stones'

ln the new windows, the Cistercian

charism of simplicity is expressed in a con-

temporary style with a reference to its an-

cient history. The art glass in the European

1 2th-century Cistercian monasteries is

abstract, simple, and often soft amber and

white in color. The windows appear simple

at first glance, but in fact are complex in

their fabrication. Since the monks worship

durrng the day and night, materials are

used that are active in both kinds of light.

The use of reflective 24 karat gold luster in

the windows adds different nighttime view-

ing. The pattern symbolically represents

New Clairvaux- the "Valley of Light." The

design depicts the act of prayer: amber to

white opal glass symbolizes our clouded

consciousness as we enter into prayer. As

we pray, our awareness becomes clearer

as we move into a connection with God.

The vertical prisms, like incense rising, are

a metaphor of the act of prayer and our

movement towards cla rity/God.

Jury Comments

This monastic community rises at night to

pray, and the windows are designed and

executed to welcome the first light of day.

The windows at first look to be minimalist,

but they are not. The windows punctuate the

space, enhancing this contemporary space

with imagery that feels very timeless.
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Architect

Elizabeth Devereaux,
Devereaux Architectural Glass
2468 lvy St.

Chico, CA 95928
530-342-2074
devglas.com
edevero@devglas.com
Elizabeth Devereaux,
Owen Gabbert,
Kyle Campbell,
Chris Tallant
(project team)

Historical Consultant

Jose Miguel Marino

Architect

Arcademe Architects
Architect
David Richen Architect
Architect

DMTA Architects
Contractor

Sunseri Associates

Photography

Ronald M. Schwager
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Unbuilt Work , Honor

Brit and Emre Erenler
Sandy Hook Permanent Memorial " Sandy Hook, Connecticut

This memorial honors the 20 children and 6 educators who
tragically lost their lives on December 14,2012. The site is near

the town center, adjacent to the school where the tragedy took
place. The main design challenges were the rural yet residential

nature of the site and the sensitivity of the subject matter.

Addressing the nuances in the journey of bereavement and

allowing visitors to seek healing and spiritual moments in a
variety of ways was the foundation of the design. The design

solution aims not to create a monument-based memorial; rather

the healing landscape is the memorial. Movement through a
choreographed landscape experience that helps cherish the love

in their hearts is the emphasis.
A meandering path atop a ridge, a child-like trajectory, weaves

through pillars honoring each individual. The ridge offers uplifting
vistas from the highest point to the wildflower meadow and

ponds below. The personal tributes display the individual's

name in their own handwriting, drawings, toys; the things they

loved and made them happy. With each consecutive pillar,

the poignancy and gravity of the event is felt heavler in the
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heart. Touching each individual, visitors arrive at the Memorial
Terrace, an embracing, collective space. Here, the community
comes together to support one another under the Sacred Beech
tree. The "Sacred soil," incinerated tributes left at the school
site, is placed beneath the tree; a permanent reminder of the
heartwarming support received from all corners of the world.

The Memorial Terrace frames views to the pond just beyond, as
a flock of 26 intricately sculpted Sandhill Cranes are in their last
miraculous moment of lifting off the pond surface. The cranes,
one for each life lost, capture in their elegant and magical forms,
a moment of unified lightness and courage as they just begin
their journey.

Jury Comments
This memorial is deslgned as a journey, and along the way commemo-
rates each of the individuais /ost in the tragedy. lt creates an amazing
context for remembrance and would bring peace to those who feel the
pain of fhe /oss. The design speaks to children as well as adults, which
is highly appropriate.

Architect

Brit and Emre Erenler
2i01 Newton Ave., #2
Minneapolis, MN 55405
6t2-772-6901
Emre Erenler (architectural designer)
Brit Erenler (landscape designer),
Timothy Cleary (artist)
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Student Work , Honor

Travis Price Architects with The Catholic University of America
'Fishers of Men & Manann5n Mac Lir'" Cong, County Mayo, Ireland

This installation celebrates the "Fishers
of Men" passages from the Gospel of
lVatthew in concert with the mysterious
Celtic pagan god, Mananndn Mac Lir,

commander of the boat passages between
the sun and the underwater nether world.
Both influences reflect deeply embedded
cultural and sacred stories of Celtic history
In the Cong township of Counties Mayo
and Galway in western lreland. A poem

and sculptural model originated by the
designers evolved into the poetlc sculpture
engraved above. ln turn, the sculpture
generated the final architecture celebrating
the merger of St. Patrick's Christianity
with historical pagan worship.

The site is at the crossing of County
Mayo and County Galway. The architect
and professor brought 27 architecture
students from the U.S. with a team of five
mosaic artists and a mosaic assistant to
construct the "Fishers of Men" sanctuary.
ln just nine days, four County Mayo crafts-
men taught the students and helped build
the project. The students hailed from six
major universities in the US. Numerous
other students came from Dubai, Spain,
and Australla.

Kilkenny black and local llmestone cre-
ates the dark exterior and the darkened
depths of the floor, while Kllkenny lime-
stone casts the light that illuminates the in-

ner sanctum. The stainless steel and glass

roof elements echo the surrounding forest
while also creating a fisherman's net, cast-
ing shadows of light and dark. An Ameri-
can and Canadian team of artists contrib-
uted the mosaics, which were designed by

students and the professor to symbolically
reemphasize water rising up to the sun:
ascension from the depths to the light. The

mosaics are made from Youghiogheny glass

from Pennsylvania, with local sandstone
gathered in County Mayo.

The project was sponsored by Mayo
County Council, Galway County
Council, and numerous business in the
Cong area. Private contributions were
generously donated by Ashford castle
and McGrath's quarry.

-l._-':-.r.'
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Jury Comments

This collaborative student project has a timeless, Stonehenge feel
to it, yet at the same time it is very modern. lt blends Christian and
pagan elements in its details. The green of the forestis seen through
the columns making the colors more vibrant. The artwork, such as

the mosaics, is unique, evoking nature in the space.

Architect

Travis Price Architects with The Catholic University of America
Spirit of Space / Spirit of Design, lnc.
1O2B 33rd St NW
Washington, D.C. 20007
travispricea rch itects. com
202-965-7000
Travis Price (professor), Elham Alikhani, David Antol, Elizabeth Cossel,
Christopher Caruso, Jonathan Curran, Zoe Cyphers, Monica Garza, Erika Guerrero,
Rachel Hamilton, Jamila Jenkins, Melissa Lacayo, Kelly Lynch, Anne McGuinness,
Xavier Gerard Mills, Monica Parr,Ethan Santos, Mary Selgrath, Joseph Soraghan,
lan Walker, Ariadne Cenitelli, Anh-Tu Nguyen, Bradley Lois, Gabrielle 0akes,
Rachel Sager, Julie Sperling, Deborah Englebaugh, Lee Ann Taylor,
Meghan Walsh, Abby Dos Santos, Georgia Saxelby, Gabriela Sanchez,
Bushra Amir, Fabia Sainz, Will Jordan, Danny Otoole, Gus Otoole,
Declan McNamara (students)

Photography

Travis Price
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Religious Architecture " Adaptive Re-Use/Re-Purpose , Award

Finegold Alexander Architects
B'nai Jehoshua Beth Elohim Synagogue " Deerfield, lllinois

Architect

Finegold Alexander
Architects
77 North Washington
Boston, lVlA

617-227-9272
faainc.com
lVlaurice N. Finegold, FAIA;
Rebecca Berry, AIA;
Tony Hsiao, AIA (project team)

Contractor

Krusinski Construction
Company

Structural Engineer

Stuart K. Jacobson &
Associates

M echa n ic al Elect r ical / Pl u m bi nE

Engineer

Klaucens & Associates

Civil Engineer

Pearson, Brown &
Associates

F i re Protection Engi neerl Pl u m bi ng

Klaucens & Associates

Landscape Architect

Mariani Landscaping

lnterior Design

Stefura Associates

Com m u n i cations Consu lta nt
Talaske/Pentegra

Food Facilities M anager

Crabtree Mcgrath

Acousllcs

Shiner + Associates

Photography

Marian Kraus
Michael David Rose

This vibrant, welcoming congregation with
a visionary clergy sought a new spiritual
home that would reflect their values, be

located in closer proximity to member-
ship, allow for multiple, dynamic worship
styles, and serve all generations. An avail-
able property was one half of a 1970s
six-bui ldi ng, one-story office complex.
While the square footage was adequate,
the challenge was to create a "spirituality
of place" out of this banal environment.

The Rabbi envisioned a place for gather-
ing and multiple spaces for reflectlon and
worship. These "pockets of holiness" be-
came a major guiding design charge. The
design solution involved partial building
demolition and reconstruction to accom-
modate the large footprint high spaces
required for sanctuary and social hall.

The in gathering space was conceived
as a "village center." Adjacent to the new
interior courtyard, this space is filled with
light, and serves as an orienting space,
providing direct access to all the major
synagogue functions.

There are four "pockets of holiness." The
contemplation space sits within a memori-
al alcove and seats up to 20; a chapel/beit
midrash (a place of study), surrounded
by texts, seats 100. The sanctuary with a

capacity of 600 is shaped and organized
to allow intlmacy for a small congregation
in its main area expanding into a loge and

a cascade leading to a balcony. The soclal
hall doubles as sacred hall, and seats
7,20O for high holy days.
The architect designed many of the

liturgical elements, including the new Ner
Tamid (Eternal Light) for the sanctuary.
lnscribed on the Ner Tamid is llDor V'Dor:
"From generation to generation."

Jury Comments
The interior spaces are beautiful, with
a wonderful gathering space. Material
treatment on the exterior rs used inside as a

counterpoint in color and texture. The social

hall has great natural light, and the use of
color is very uplifting.
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

Process Architecture
Phap Vu Buddhist Temple " Phap Vu Buddhist Cultural Centre of Florida " Orlando, Florida

This internationally known, destination
Buddhist temple serves a large Vietnamese
population in the Orlando area. Organized
on axis in a linear fashion on a five-acre
site, the $2.2 million campus consists of
the main 10,2SO-square-foot temple and
1 6,000-square-foot open-air pavilion.

The temple building derives its or-
der from classic Vietnamese Buddhist
temples, which feature prominent stepped
roof shapes and porticos wrapping the
front and sides. The structural rhythm
follows strict Buddhist values in both
number and proportion. lnside the large
worship space emphasis is placed on the
floor-kneeling space denoted by a change
in material and the suspended overhead
grid of floating wood structure. The entire
space faces the altar, which features a

large Buddha statue backed by a wall of
reclaimed vertical planks of cypress.

The temple design takes the basic kit
of parts of a pre-engineered metal build-
ing system and exploits it for its inherent
beauty derived from its structural logic.
The architects saw what might typically be
perceived as a design constralnt as freeing
them to explore the system's potential. By
working with the system instead of against
it, the manipulation of skin works in con-
cert with the structural order and allows
for an unprecedented amount of natural
light and a connection to the landscape in
what would normally be thought of as only
a warehouse structural type.

Jury Comments
There is a great economy of means, using
an engineered building as a kit of parts to
expresses a Buddhist aesthetic. lt pulls you

into the space. The grid helps to create a
setting for meditation. Great use of natural
materials, and a minimum of material
changes. The porch is done very artfully.

Architect
Process Architecture
1800 North Orange Avenue, Suite A
Orlando, FL 32804
407-5t9-3750
beginprocess.com
Fielding Featherston, AIA (project team)

E
Contractor

Rowland + Company

M ech a n i ca I I Electrica I I Pl u m bi ng Engi nee r
MG Engineering

Structural Engineer

SC Design + Engineering

Civil Engineer

LAM Engineering

Photography

Ryan Begley Photography
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

BVH Architecture
St. John Paul ll Newman Center " Omaha, Nebraska

The unique challenge in this design was
to create intelligently crafted spaces that
support day-to-day student activities, a

rectory for the priests, along with an oratory
to serve as the spiritual nexus. Drawing
inspiration from monastic programs, the
design respects the traditions and rituals
intrinsic to the Catholic faith without
connection to a conventional vocabulary
of construction or past architectural styles.
The programs revolve around the unifying
courtyard to endow the oratory and provide

a place of contemplation and communal
connection. The silent place of meditation
and prayer is achieved through a restrained
material palette of limestone and white
oak selectively accented with bronze.
The gravitas of limestone symbolizes the
formative years of the patron St. John Paul

ll's life whlle held in a quarry under the
Nazi regime. The warmth of white oak
offsets the stone to recall the saint's love

of teaching in and about God's nature. A
primary liturgical axis and a secondary
ceremonial axls refine programmatic
relationships with theological intention. The
primary axis, oriented east west, connects
the library to the oratory, symbolizing
the journey from the pursuit of academic
knowledge to its transcendence as the
exposition of faith. The library's fireplace
marks the beginning of this journey while
organizing the outdoor fire pit and the
oratory. This continues in the narthex with
the baptismal font, and in the sanctuary
center aisle, altar, and tabernacle.

A limestone compressed threshold and
custom-cast bronze pulls define passage

into the sanctuary. lnside, the use of
i nterior limestone embraces parishioners
as the custom-designed liturgical appoint-
ments aide the liturgical ceremony. North
and south art-glass windows include
phrases from the pope's encyclicals.

Jury Comments
This comprehensiue desrgn creates a lovely

open space and references the monastic com-
munity. The plan is very clear yet sophrstr-

cated. The interior of the oratory is expansive

with its clean lines, while the exterior of the

oratory rs expressed as a welcoming pavilion.

Architect

BVH Architecture
901 Jones Street
Omaha, NE 68102
402-345-3060
bvh.com
lVlark Bacon, AIA;
Dennis Coudriet, AIA; Paul
Jeffrey, AIA; Ryan Hier, AIA; Amy
Dishman, NCIDQ (project team)

M echa n ica I I Electrica I I
Plumbing Engineer

Alvine Engineering

Civil and Structural Engrneer

Thompson, Dreesen &
Dorner, lnc.

Audio Video Consultant

Diversified Design Group

Construction Manager

Boyd Jones Construction

Litu rgica I Fu r n ish t ngs

Wood Specialties

Art Glass

Lambrecht Glass
Studio, lnc.
Liturgical Consultant

Brother William Woeger

Photography

Paul Crosby Photography,
Tom Kessler

*il IH
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

Mark Cavagnero Associates Architects
Saint Mary's Student Chapel " Saint Mary's College High School " Albany, California
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II For the past 35 years this college high
school had been without a dedicated
chapel, utilizing classrooms and the
gym nasium/aud itoriu m for rel igious func-
tions. The new chapel is located at the
entrance of the school, serving as a focal
point of the campus and symbolizing its
faith, embodying its values and beliefs.
The 4,400-square-foot building seats 200
for communal worship and learning, as
well as for private prayer and reflection.
The chapel stands among mature trees
on a gentle hillside, by the Cordornices
Creek. The exterior of the chapel includes
an entry courtyard, a meditative garden, a

reflecting pool, and a grotto.
The design of the chapel utilizes simple

forms and materials that relate to the
existing buildings while distinguishing
it and its unique role on campus. White
concrete lends the chapel a sense of
permanence and provides a backdrop to
the play of light and shadow from the sur-
rounding trees. The primary space of the
one-story structure is the sanctuary itself,
which is focused toward an altar framed
by a curved, split-face limestone wall and
washed with varying light from a tower
and a roof monitor. The window walls on
the south and west, including a large fold-
ing glass wall by the courtyard, both visu-
ally and physically connect the chapel to
nature. A clerestory ribbon along the north
wall brings a soft glow throughout the day.
An oak louvered wall along the south side
and entry path modulates llght and offers
views toward the west, while also mini-
mizing distractions from passersby.

Jury Comments
The chapel is beautifully sited. The folding
doors allow the interior to be joined with
the outside, reaching out to the campus
community. The curved seating helps to

create a sense of community.

I

Architect

Mark Cavagnero
Associates Architects
1045 Sansome Street
Suite 200
San Francisco, CA 94111
415-398-6944
Mark Cavagnero, John Fung,
Ellen Leuenberger, Andy Lau
(project team)

Landscape Architect
Andrea Cochran

Liturgical Consultant

Brother William J. Woeger,
F.S.C.

Mecha nical/Plumbingl
Fire Prevention Engineer

Costa Engineering

Lighting

O'Mahoney & Myer

Structural Engineer

Mar Structural
Civil Engineer

CSWST2
Acoustica I I AV Consu lta nt
Charles M. Salter
Associates

Photography

Henrik Kam
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

Toru Kashihara Architects
Shoraku-ji " Adachi-ku, Tokyo, Japan

This Buddhist temple is located in the
northeastern part of Tokyo. The site is in
an area dense with many temples and
cemeteries. The building plays a sophisti-
cated geometric game. lt is not a tradition-
al Buddhist temple cathedral form with
multiple bulldings dispersed in the site;
rather, lt is organized as a single building
of three-floors. Every floor of the temple
is alternately arranged as a concrete box,
with the glassy gaps the same width as

the concrete box. As the temple climbs in

height, the boxes and gaps are half the
width as those on the floor below, and the
depth of the boxes increase as they extend
into the air. As a result, the building ap-
pears in elevation to be a huge To-Kyou
(J+-f*), which in traditional Japanese
wooden temple construction is a layered
joint that connects the pillars and beams.
On the ground floor there are temple
visitor facilities, such as an entrance hall
and an event space known as Bustu-Ma
({Af'1). Located on the second level is

Hon-Dou (4H), the space for religious
ceremonies. An elaborate altar and a lat-
ticed wooden ceiling are set in the convex-
shaped void of Hon-Dou. On the top floor,
the priest's residential space, Kuri(HE),
contains a "balcony" that is a concrete
box wlthout a roof. lt is like a courtyard
floating in the alr.

The exterior space under the overhang-
ing floors provides shelter for people from
the rain in the same fashion as does the
space under the canopy of an old temple.
Thus, this temple is quite different from
a Japanese traditional wooden temple,
but it is contemporary as well as ancient
simultaneously.

Jury Comments
This design, although contemporary, nods to

tradition. There is a pleasant contrast between

old and new objects and details. The transpar-

ency of the Shoji screens gives the building a

great lightness, like a teahouse. The polished

concrete is very special.

Architect

Toru Kashihara Architects
1-6-3-703, Ohashi
Meguro-ward, Tokyo 153-0044, Japan
+81-3-6809-0907 / toroid.jp
Toru Kashihara,
Yumiko Miyazaki,
Tomoya Watanabe
(project team)

Structural Engineer

Low Fat Structure, lnc.

M echa nica I I Electrica I I Pl u m bi ng Engi neer

Yasuhiro Watanabe, Yoshihisa Kanzaki

Contractor

IKEDA CONSTRUCTION Co., Ltd.

Photography

TakumiOta
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Religious Architecture " New Facilities , Award

Newman Architects
Snyder SanctuarY " Lynn University " Boca Raton, Florida

The universlty and donor sought a place apart from daily life that
could stimulate spirltual exploration, reflection, and engender un-
derstanding and respect in a diverse, international student body.
They wanted a welcoming space for prayer, meditatlon, music,
celebration, and dialogue without a specific religious affiliatlon,
where people could find peace alone and together.

The design challenge was to create a space that evokes wonder.
The location and site design position the sanctuary as a beacon
to the campus and the community. The structure of seven lean-
ing walls supporting each other is a metaphor for the interdepen-
dence of all beings-especially important on a college campus.
A structure accomplished with economical tilt-up concrete
construction was a perfect choice for this sanctuary to achieve
this symbolic image. The concrete walls were formed on the
ground and tilted into place. The diffusing glass in the interstices
between walls fills the interior with daylight in ever-changlng
patterns, reminding users of life's ceaseless transformations. The
spiral sanctuary evokes natural forms found at scales from the
molecular to the galactic. A meditation labyrinth in the plaza in
front of the sanctuary connects to ancient spiritual forms and
practices of many cultures.

Jury Comments
The tilt-wall panels support one another, symbolically, which is a great
expressron of the support and interdependence among the students.
The classroom has a sense of being a processional element leading to
the sacred space. Beautif ully detailed. A great example of innovative
construction materials and techniques with contemporary design.

Architect

Newman Architects
300 York Street
New Haven, CT 06511
203-772-1990
newmanarchitects.com
Herbert F Newman, FAIA (principal); Peter Newman (principal);
James Elmasry, AlA, LEED AP (prolect manager);
lVlichelle Newman, llDA (interior designer)

Contractor

Gerrits Construction

Civil Engineer

Thomas Engineering Group, LLC

MechanicallElectricallPlumbing and Fire Protection Engineer
Johnson, Levinson, Ragan, Davila, lnc.
Structural Engineer

Reliance Engineering

Acoustical Engineer

Acentech

Lighting Designer

Ron Eichorn, AIA
La ndsca pe Arch itectu re

A. Grant Thornbrough & Associates

Photography

Robert Benson Photography
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

Fi negold Alexander Arch itects
Temple lsrael " Omaha, Nebraska

Architect

Finegold Alexander
Architects
77 North Washington
Boston, MA
6t7-227-9272
faainc.com
l\4aurice N. Finegold, FAIA;
Jeffrey Garriga, AIA;
Tony Hsiao, AIA (project team)

Contractor

Vrana Construction

Structural Engineer

Thompson,
Dreesson & Dorner

M ech a nica I I Electrica I I Pl u m bi ng
Engineer

Alvine Engineering

Geotechnical Engineer

Terrecon Consultant

Landscape Architect

Copley Wolf Design Group

lnterior Design

Stefura Associates

Lighting Design

Sladen and Feinstein

Photography

Tom Kessler

A principal mission of Temple lsrael is

a commitment to pursue social justice.

As a partner in the unique Tri-Faith
lnitiative-a campus of three Abrahamic
faith congregations that have chosen to
come together to enhance their shared
values-the expression of this mission
has particular significance.

The congregation wanted the
60,000-square-foot building to help build
a bridge for dialogue and contemplation.
The solution created three distinct volumes
representi ng three trad itional synagogue
functions: worship, assembly, and
learning. Garden courts surround these
forms, and an outdoor amphitheater gently
slopes down to the meadow engaging the
adjacent bulldings and Trl-Faith Commons.

The sanctuary (the largest and highest
element) was conceived as a lantern
to mark and illuminate. lts upper half
is sheathed in translucent glass and
glows within and without becoming
part of their story, spreading light
and acting as a beacon of hope and
openness. Representing an historical
connection, lower walls are sheathed in

Jerusalem stone. Commissioned works of
contemporary liturgical art are found in
the sanctuary as well as in the sculpture
gardens. Stai ned-glass wi ndows from
the congregation's former building are
installed in a glassy hallway and bind the
congregation's generations.

The sanctuary seats 900 in a central
space, a stepped loge, and a balcony

mirroring the loge. A ring of light unites all.
The eternal light grows out of the bimah
wall forming Hebrew letters. A wood
louver system and drop-down projection
screens affords a multitude of worship
configu rations and control led lighting
within. The seating, bimah wall, and
balcony are natural oak.

Jury Comments
This design creates a wonderful gathering

space. The integration of the stained glass

in the circulation space is sensitive. Ihe
contrasting materials are very expressive. The

temple has a wonderful sense of procession,

with a great gesture of welcoming at the

entrance. The wood slat panels help to control

natural light in the sanctuary.
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Religious Architecture , New Facilities , Award

Centerbrook Architects and Planners
The Pavilion at Grace " Grace Episcopal Church " Providence, Rhode lsland

Grace Episcopal Church has been part
of downtown Providence since 1844.
Designed by Richard Upjohn, it is on the
National Register of Historic Places. ln
1912 Ralph Adams Cram designed the
chancel. The church fronts Westminster
Street and provides a quiet sanctuary from
the street's bustling hotels, restaurants,
shops, and clubs. Grace desired a space
for celebrations that was bright and open
to the vibrant community around it.

The Pavilion at Grace replaces a parking
lot. ln contrast to the church, it is visually
open to the community and provides a
place for socializing, special events, and
celebrations. The 1 2,000-square-foot
facility is comprised of one 4O-foot-by-70-
foot room and support facilities. A small
passageway provides an interior connec-
tion to the original sanctuary.

The character of the new addition is a
modern version of the neo-Gothic church,
sort of a hipper great grandchild. lt is
built to age gracefully, and to be a part of
the community for decades to come. The
building is clad in copper to complement
the color of the brownstone church. Over
time it will patina to match the church's
copper roof. The details are deliberately
light and airy, and they accentuate the
building's transparency and openness to
the outside world.

An outdoor garden and stone terrace
welcome guests with bench seating. A
contemplative labyrinth in the stonework
of the terrace beckons children and adults.

Jury Comments
This gathering space was inspired by the
forms of the church next to it, while becoming
an inspired work of architecture on its own.
The new building is a thoughtful intervention
that provides new architecture with references
to its neo-Gothic precedent. lt pays homage to
the context and its older relative.

\rchitect

lenterbrook Architects
rnd Planners
).0. Box 955
lenterbrook, CT 06409
)60-767-0175
:enterbrook.com

James C. Childress, FAIA (principal-in-charge);
E, Russell Learned, AIA (project manager);
Mary-Lynn Radych, AIA (job captain);
Melissa Arminio Kops, AIA;
Brian Adams, AIA; Elizabeth Hedde, AIA
(project architects)

Structural Engineers

e2 Engineers

Acoustical Engineer

Jaffe Holden

Civil Engineer

Pare Corporation

Contractor

Bowerman Associates

Lighting Designer

Atelier Ten

Photography

Jeff Goldberg/Esto
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Religrous Architecture, Renovation

LPA, lnc.
Christ Cathedral Arboretum and Tower of Hope " Garden Grove, California

Designed in 1961 and 1968 respectively, the 22,000-square-
foot Arboretum and 13-story, 28,000-square-foot Tower of Hope

were part of what would become a 34-acre campus developed

by Reverend Robert Schuller, who hired Richard Neutra-one of
Southern California's most celebrated architects. The Arboretum
and Tower of Hope had years of deferred malntenance, ADA

deficiencies, and public safety issues that the new owner had to
address with their purchase in 2012. With the collaboration of
a Neutra scholar and historical photos from the Shulman/Getty
files, the renovation team returned these remarkable structures
to their "period of significance" and former glory.

The Arboretum's biggest challenge involved the installation of

its first-ever air-conditloning system. The easVwest exposures

are mostly glass and the solar heat gain made the interior
space uncomfortably warm. Based on the architectural team's
recommendation an under-floor air distribution system was
selected as having the least impact on the architecture,
preserving Neutra's elegant design. The new system eliminated
the need for rooftop equipment and ductwork in the space while
being energy efficient.

Like many concrete buildings built before the mid-1970s,
the Tower of Hope was seismically susceptible. A conventional
seismic retrofit would impose significant impacts throughout
the structure and necessitate new construction, which would

eliminate the airy character of both the lobby and the "Chapel in

the Sky" on the 13th floor. The design team used an innovative
performance-based strategy that combined fluld viscous damp-

ers with flber-reinforced polymer. The viscous dampers were
placed on floors 2 through 5, keeping the elegant and delicate

aesthetic of the original design of the transparent lobby, upper
floors, and the chapel.

The completed architectural and seismic rehabilitation of

both buildings restores two of the icons of Southern California

architecture while addresslng a new program, a new client, and

new liturgy, making the campus once again a spiritual focus for
Orange County.

Jury Comments
This project revives two great works by Richard Neutra, and also

updates them for seisrnic resistance. The new work is very respectful

of the design language of the original architect, and the bold vision of

the original client, Reverend Robert Schuller.

!:,,,

Architect
LPA, lnc.
5161 California Avenue

Suite 100
lrvrne, CA 92617
949-261-1001
LPADesignStudios.com

Client

Roman Catholic Diocese of Orange

Structural Engineers

JS Dyer (Arboretum),
LPA, lnc. (Tower of Hope)

M echa n ical I Electrical I Pl u mbi ng E ngi neers

Syska (Arboretum),
tklsc (Tower of Hope)

Landscape Architect

Land Concern

Historical Architect

Barbara Lamprecht

Contractors

Cannon (Arboretum),
MATT Construction (Tower of HoPe)

Construction Manager

JLC Construction (Tower of Hope)

Photography

Costea PhotograPhY
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Religious Architecture, Renovation

Yukio Asari/Love Architecture I nc.
Hasshoden Columbarium " Ryusenji Temple " Saitama, Japan

Japan in recent years has seen the decline of local communities
and changing attitudes toward religious practices such as ances-
tor worship, which has weakened the financial foundation of
many temples. New forms of interring and honoring the deceased
have emerged in response, including columbaria that do not rely
on cross-generational care or traditional funding. This temple
decided to renovate its 40-plus-year-old, sparsely frequented
columbarium. However, the client also wanted to revitalize the
entire temple as a place to engage with the cycles of life through
the custom of visiting graves or columbaria. The new design
clearly divides the site into funeral and worship areas through the
construction of a funeral hall, the replacement of the old, winding
approach with a path leading straight to the main temple, and
the new planting of greenery. Perimeter walls at the temple were
removed, thereby opening it to the community.

The landscaping and water feature on either side of the approach
to the columbarium symbolize life, and through the changing
seasons and weather communicate the transience of natural
phenomenon in an emotionally rich way compared to the colum-
barium and those interred there. The bridge spanning the water
feature serves as the symbolic boundary dividing life and death.
The exterior of the octagonal columbarium structure represents
Hades. The dimly lit entrance makes one aware of the change in
place through natural light. The spiral staircase made of rammed
earth allows the top light from the sky to enter, reminding one of
the subterranean, and promoting introspection within rotational
motion-a fixed point from which to watch over the cycle of life.
After the renovation, it appears that children accompany more of
the adult visitors.

Jury Comments
Ihrs is a wonderful revitalization of a tired exisilng buitding at a ceme-
tery. The entrance through the garden is very calming and puts one in the
right f rame of mind. There is a wonderf ul sequence of spaces and sense
of procession. The interior offers new spaces for reflection. lt opens up
like a little jewel box. fhe spiral stair is elegant and uptifting, literalty.

Artist

Yukio Asari/
Love Architecture lnc.
2-20 -14, M iyasaka Setagaya-ku
Tokyo, 154-0022, Japan
03-5844-6830
lovearch itecture.co.jp
Yukio Asari, Masahiro lshige
(project team)

Woodworker

DEN Koubou

Structural Engineers

ZO Consulting Engineers

Contractor

Eishin Construction Co.

lnterior Finisher

Nishizawa Kougyou

Graphic Designer

Monotype lnc.

Photography

Masao Nishikawa
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Religious Architecture, Renovation

Law Architects
Our Lady of Good Counsel Church " Deepdene, Victoria, Australia

Lor,
lI E.

"! l!l.,.,r j I

a

The construction of the new gathering

area and the considerable refurblshment
of this church aimed to bring the place

of worship into line with more recent

liturgical and theological renewal. The

new gathering room is symbolically and

conveniently placed between the church
and the primary school, with the intentlon
of increasing and cementing the meeting
opportunity within the school and parish

community. The new wing also offers a

welcoming street frontage as a symbol of

renewal to the wider poPulation.

The design acknowledges the signifi-

cance of the existing building. The new

interventions are clearly identifiable
thanks to the use of semi-precious metals
and contemporary construction systems,

while the breadth of the new sPaces

creates continuity with the scale of the

church. The desire for a renewed lay-

out that would include and increase the
participation of the parishioners during
liturgy led to the decision of bringing the

altar towards the congregation. The altar,

baptismal font, tabernacle, ambo, the
presider's chair (designed and realized by

artist Matt Harding) are located along or

v
at the crossing of the basilica's axes, gen-

erating a sense of order within the parts

of the liturgy and enhancing a continuous
visual relationship with the congregation.

The sanctuary was re-conceived as

a unified element with the altar and

rood screen, through collaboration with
Harding. lts rocky appearance symbolizes
the climbing of Golgotha towards the
resurrection, and its organic shape invites
the parishioners to it. The architect-
designed pew-chairs allow a semi-circular
seating layout to enhance the sense of
community. The morning chapel in the

choir features trered seats and continues
the narrative of the sanctuary, creating
a flexible space for morning mass and

meetings with students. The apse ls now

the space dedicated to the image of Our

Lady of Good Counsel.

Jury Comments
Ihis is a dramatic renovation of an older sanc-

tuary. lt opens up the space and celebrates

the original brickwork. There is great transpar-

ency between the gathering space and wor-

ship space. There is also a cultural reflection

of aboriginal art and craft.

Architect

Law Architects
2/45 Watkins Street
Fitzroy North, Victoria, 3068
Australia
+61394899200
lawarchitects.com.au
Sandy Law, Jenni Webster,

Martina Tempestini, Damian Belle (proiect team)

Artist

Matthew Harding

Silversmith

Flynn Silver

Photography

Drew Echberg
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Liturgical/lnterior Design " Award

DESIGN CONCEPTS
Holy Cross Abbey Church Renovation " Berryville, Virginia

Cool Spring Farm, which dates from the
late 1700s, consists of approximately
1,200 acres along the Shenandoah River.
In 1950, 30 Cistercian Trappist monks
acquired the farm after their previous
monastery burned to the ground. They
built simple cinder-block buildings, one
of which served as their church and
had changed little since its construction.
Recent efforts to update the church were
grounded in the Cistercian ideals of sim-
plicity and beauty.

On the interior, wood brackets and
trusses were added to create a sense of
heightened space while drawing attention
to the tabernacle. These features are ac-
centuated through enhanced lighting, both
natural and artificial. Vertical windows
extending nearly to the floor were added
along with direcVindirect LED pendants
and spotlights. The design accommo-
dates visitors while preserving a degree of
separation between guests and the clois-
tered monks. Accessibility was improved
throughout. Nonsymmetrical doors on
each side were dressed in stained wood
panels to create symmetry while maintain-
ing function. The tabernacle penetrates a

curved wall, maintaining its central focus
while creating an apse for private reflec-
tion behind. New seating for the monks
takes the form of 24 white oak choir stalls
arranged antiphonally, in addition to a

new altar, ambo, and other furnishings.
A mysterious stained-glass window,

hidden behind shutters for years, was ex-
posed and restored. Lighting controls were
added to allow preset conditions for vari-
ous daily functions as well as soften the
light during early morning and late night
prayer. One distinct challenge was hiding
the existing hydronic heating system that
runs along the exterior walls at varying
heights. The solution takes the form of
new wood wainscoting with decorative
metal grilles beneath the windows to con-
ceal the heating system.

Jury Comments
The very humble nature of the originat church
has been retained, while new elements such
as brackets and arches have been added
in a very harmonious way. lt is a delightful,
intimate space, and the interventions are
minimal and sensitive. The color palette is
very subtle.

Architect

DESIGN CONCEPTS
131 South Loudoun St.
Winchester, VA 2260I
540-722-7247
ldesignconcepts.com
Tim Machado, AIA; Justin Nester;
Melanie Schreiner (project team)

M echa n ical Electricall Pl u m bi ng Engi neer
Comfort Design

Structural Engineer

Structural Concepts

Acoustical Consultant

ACME Professional

Liturgical Consultant

Rev. Fr. Joseph Wittstock, OCSO

Photography

Tim Machado, AIA
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Liturgical/lnterior Design, Award

Cherrez y Cantera
The Tent of Meeting " Centro de Espiritualidad San lgnacio " Salamanca, Spain

is rendered as a burning, fiery pillar. Liturgical elements such as

the altar, ambo, and chair are designed in the same style, with
a void shape and a play of light and shade, making them a part

of the whole. One of the challenges of the chapel design was to

conceive it in such a way that it could be assembled quickly but

be lasting. Construction took three weeks without disturbing the
peace and silence that rules within the House of Exercises and

Spiritual Retirement.

Jury Comments
The tent imagery is very strong and is carried through this project

with an economy of means and inventive use of materials. The

use of vertical blinds ts a ionr-cost solution and makes the space

transcendent. The lighting effects are amazing in transforming the

feeling of this space, giving it a contemplative quality.

lnspired by the Tent of Meeting of Moses, this "Capilla del

Encuentro" is a place for silence and prayer for those who

want to meet their creator. lt is inside a House of Exercises and

Spiritual Retlrement that holds within its walls several chapels

for a large number of visitors (6,000 annually). ln this design, an

absence of imagery and distracting elements enables the mystery

within the tabernacle to become the only point of attention.
This sacred space is shaped only by the two elements that
most probably characterized the original one: fabric and light.

Seven planes of 956 delicate, translucent fabric sheets hang

loosely, following a precise pattern to provide a sense of gravity,

density, and thickness to these imaginary walls. The tabernacle

Architect

Xavier Ch6rrez
Raquel Cantera
Paseo Anelier 22, baio
Pamplona, 31014 Spain
+34 948123688
cherrezycantera.es

Theology Consultant

Crist6bal Jim6nez, SJ

Construction and Project Management

Cherrez y Cantera

Contractor

Construcciones Lavi

Photography

Jos6 M. Cutillas
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Liturgical/lnterior Design, Award

DeBartolo Architects
Prayer Space " Gilbert, Arizona

Architect

DeBartolo Architects
4450 North 12th Street, Suite 268
Phoenix, AZ 85014
602-264-6617
debartoloarch itects.com
.lack DeBartolo, lll, FAIA (lead architect)

Contractor

The Construction Zone, Ltd.
Photographer

ROEHNER + RYAN

ln 2008, the architects designed a

bookstore and cafe for a regional church.
After 10 years the need for the bookstore
diminished, making the space available
for a new use. Church leadership had
long wanted a space dedicated to prayer,
available for use anytime.

Conceived as a simple space executed
with one common material, the new
prayer space is constructed entirely in 2x4
Douglas Fir lumber on the floor, walls,
benches, and ceiling. A shallow ramp
extends the threshold from the ground-
concrete floor of the main space into the
prayer space, serving as a threshold of
experience by compressing and slowing
one's advance towards the entrance. This
steel ramp terminates at a monolithic
door of crafted mill-finished steel whose
slow, heavy pivot ushers the visitor into
the sacred precinct beyond. Within this
prayer space, gaps in the wood at the
walls and larger gaps in the ceiling provide
an acoustical dampening. The smaller
gaps in the walls are maintained by
randomly placed acrylic disks and serve
as repositories for folded prayer cards
that can be inserted between the wood
members. Together, the prayer cards and
spacers create a layer of subfle, dynamic
ornament generated over time by the use
of the space. The result is an environment
that promotes stillness and reflection.

By day, soft diffuse light bathes the
space through apertures in the wood

walls where existing windows occur.
At evening, tiny fixtures tucked into the
ceiling slots create a warm, inviting place
of prayer. From the floor rise benches of
the same finish that enhance the visitor,s
connection to the natural materials and
allow people to remain isolated or gather
in small groups. The space demonstrates
that ordinary, banal materials-crafted
and simply executed-can create an
extraordinari ly prayerful space.

Jury Comments
There is a wonderful use of warm wood
employed in many different wdls: ds a prayer
wall and to filter light. There are elegant and
exquisite details, such as the book ledge.
Black accents are repeated throughout the
project, and there many refined elements,
such the floor, which appears to float.
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Liturgical/lnterior Design, Award

domusstudio architecture
San Dieguito United Methodist Church " Encinitas, California

The renovation of this existing sanctuary
was guided by the goal of providing focus.

The existing 1O-sided space had grown

organically over its life, with organ pipes

and chancel decorations added as donors

stepped forward. What was needed

was a sense of hierarchy and simplicity,
providing visual resolution and verticality
to an otherwise horizontal space. The

curved slotted wood "flame" (a reference

to the Methodist symbol) Provides
verticality and lifts the eye toward the

skylight and heaven. The existing organ

pipes were haphazard; the solution covers

the pipes on the right with a permanent

acoustic projector screen and quiets the

ones on the left with acoustic fabric and

painted-wood baffles that blend with the

wall color, creating an asymmetrical yet

balanced composition.
The chancel and cross were brought

forward into the space, Providing a

screen for ramp accessibility behind the

short wall and additional height at the

cross. Up-lighting the flame provides

the highlighted backdrop to the cross'

Changes in material textures provide

visual interest in lieu of distractions.
Custom chancel furniture pieces were

designed to reinforce the wood flame

motif. The ceiling was made darker and

alcoves lighted to minimize contrasting
shadows. These existing ceiling recesses

were opportunities to help conceal and

enhance the chancel lighting and sound

system. Eliminating the large pendant

light fixtures allows the eye to absorb

the entire spatial volume. With a subtle

transition from dark blue to a lighter blue,

the carpet runner in the main aisle leads

the eye to the communion table, cross,

and flame on its way upward. The curved

chancel steps and curved pews radiate

from the cross and flame, reinforcing the

focal point while creating an intimate and

u nifyi ng worship experience.

Jury Comments
The reredos echoes the flame of the symbol

of the lJnited Methodist Church. The lighting

and materials help to focus and unify

the space and to achieve verticality' The

tight in the space makes it uplifting. The

compositional sensibility is refined.

Architect

domusstudio architecture
2800 3rd Ave., San Diego, CA 92103
619 -692-9393 dom usstud io.com

John Pyjar, AIA; David Keitel, AIA (design architects)

Contractor

R&R Construction
John Vukov (construction supervisor),
John Very (project manager),
Gary Seward (proiect/construction architect)

I nte rio r W ood worke rl Fa b ri c ato r
Spooners Woodworks, lnc.

Metalworker

King Custom Metal

Electrical Contractor

All Electrical

Pew Fa bricatorl I nstaller

Sauder Worship Seating

Photography

Brady Architectural PhotograPhY
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Liturgical/lnterior Design, Award

Yazdani Studio of CannonDesign
Serenity Room " UC San Diego " Jacobs Medical Center " La Jotla, California

I

Architect

Yazdani Studio of
CannonDesign
1901 Avenue of the
Stars, Suite 175
Los Angeles, CA 90067
310-229-2700
yazdanistudio.com
Mehrdad Yazdani, Craig Booth,
Mimi Lam, Nadine Quirmbach,
Jessica Yi (project team)

The Serenity Room, a non-denominational
chapel located on the medical center's
first floor, provides peaceful, contempla-
tive respite for patients and families
dealing with the physical and emotional
stress commonplace in healthcare set-
tings. The room is uniquely designed to
welcome abundant natural light without
direct views to the outdoors. By reducing
the architectural elements to a simple,
continuous space, the wall and ceiling are
informed by the ever-changing daylight,
and a focal point is created for directing
contemplation or meditation. Physical
models and studies evaluated and docu-
mented the elemental possibilities of this
space, while extensive detail development
and seating design reinforce the simplicity
and serenity of the room. Benches appear
to grow out of the floor surface. Light,
form, and surfaces intercept one another
to create these effects.

The Serenity Room is part of the hospital,s
spiritual care support network, which in-
cludes two full-time chaplains and a group
of volunteer spiritual care leaders from
numerous different faiths. Although quite
small in relation to the rest of the hospital,
at 500 square feet the chapel's design con-
siders every inch and detail as it creates an
overwhelming sense of calm, light, contem-
plation, and hope for all who enter.

Jury Comments
This is a greatly needed space in a health-
care facility. The light is lovely, with possible
giimpses of the exterior. There are amazing
details, such as how the pews see/n to grow
out of the floor. The chapel is a beautiful
meditative space that proves that you do not
need a tremendous expanse of space to make
a memorable sacred precinct.

Lighting Designer

Horton Lees Brogden

Structural Engineer

KPFF

Photography

Christopher Barrett
Photography

I
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Liturgical/lnterior Design, Award

GROTH Design Group
St. Luke's Lutheran Church " Waukesha, Wisconsin

I
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When built in the late-1950s this worship
space was narrow and tall, boxy and

orthogonal, starkly crafted with stonewalls

and a wood deck ceiling. The stained glass

was limited to the shallow ambulatories.
Six steps elevated the altar platform and

the large marble altar was situated close to

the reredos wall. The nave itself was devoid

of natural light. lnsufficlent lighting resulted

in a nave space that was dark.

ln the renovation, the platform has been

lowered and extended toward the worship

space with flexible furnishings, allowing
freedom for liturgists, musicians, and choir
members. The platform is fully accessible

by ramping. Expanses of windows, which

over-lit the chancel space, were shaded

with acoustically designed, perforated,

wood panels and perforated shades were

installed to give the sanctuary better
audio/visual qualities. The large reredos

wall was replaced by eucalyptus panels

and inset ribbons of swirling art glass, the

immensity of the wall given better scale

by strateglc layering of panels and glass.

To further reduce the scale, the reredos

bronze cross was moved to the center of

the platform and surrounded by a ring of

slender pendants.
New pews are curved to create more

of a communal setting. Large openings

open the nave walls to admit natural light,

while new pendants bathe the nave in

artificial light. Lighting coves on the nave

walls wash the stone and wood deck

ceiling wlth light and also reduce the scale

of the walls.

Jury Comments
This is a sensitive renovation of long
processional space, which is typically a very

difficutt design challenge. The screen at the

back is vibrant. The project demonstrates

how to update a mid-century worship space

and giveit a sense of renewal. The interior

modulates the light effectivelY.

II

l
a

I

Architect

GROTH Design Group
N5BW61B1 Columbia Rd.

Cedarburg, Wl 530i2
262-377-BOO|
gdg-architects.com
Mlke Groth, AIA; Paul Barribeau, AIA;

Kristin McGraw; Cindy Gall; Katie

Barctak; Mike McGraw (proiect team)

Acoustical Consultant

Scott Riedel & Associates

Electrical Engineer

Dolan & Dustin lnc,

Litu rgical F u rn ish i ngs Fa bricator

Inspired Artisans

Art Glass

Oakbrook-Esser Studios

Bronze Vessel Artist

Wanner Sculpture Studio

Contractor

VJS Construction Services

Audio Consultant

DSH Audio Visions LLC

Liturgical Design Consultant

cROTH Design Group

Photography

Josh P. Groth
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Religious Arts , Liturgical Furnishings , Award

Robert A.M. Stern Architects
Grace Church Columbarium " New York, New York

== 

ffi
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Architect

Robert A.M. Stern Architects
One Park Avenue
New York, NY 10016
212-967-5100
ramsa.com
Robert A.M. Stern, FAIA; Grant Marani, AlA, FRAIA;
David Pearson (project team)

Arch itectu ra I Woodworker

Craftekt
Photography

Peter Aaron/OTTO

This columbarium reinterprets and renews
the architectural vocabulary of James
Renwick, Jr. the architect of the 1846
landmark church. Located on the west
wall of the south transept, beneath a
prominent 1 9th-century stained-glass
window depicting the nativity, the colum-
barium is fronted by five walnut doors
carved in an alternating trefoil-lancet
pattern that matches the ends of historic
pews lining the nave. The relationship
between the two suggests that in the
mystery of the Communion of Saints, the
community's departed loved ones remain
present alongside today's congregants.
The five carved doors accommodate a
dozen rows of brass nameplates designed
to reflect the historic brass nameplates set
in the pews. lnside, 120 secure niches
lined in oak contain rectilinear, matte-fin-

ish, stainless-steel urns. Facing the nave
at the northern side of the columbarium,
a plaque is inscribed with scripture text,
"Lift up thine eyes round about, and see:
all they gather themselves together, they
come to thee: thy sons shall come from
far, and thy daughters shall be nursed
at thy side" (lsaiah 60:4). An adjacent,
smaller plaque attached to the north end
of the columbarium commemorates the
project's benefactor.

Jury Comments
This new columbarium in a James Renwick
neo-Gothic church seems as though it was
always there. There is great sensitivity to the
design, realized with excellent craftsmanship. tt
rs srrnp/e and elegant, befitting its function. The
columbarium r's a seam/ess insertion, exhibiting
great reverence to the existing building.
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Religious Arts , Liturgical Furnishings , Award

Jackson & Ryan Architects
Rood Screen " Our Lady of Walsingham Catholic Church " Houston, Texas
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The rood screen is a powerful liturgical
element in the English church. The screen

is like the veil of Solomon's Temple, now

drawn back to reveal and frame the altar
and the mystery of the Eucharist. lt holds

the rood, or crucifix, in a place of promi-

nence between the nave and the chancel.
The rood screen is a built reminder of the

separation and interaction between sacred

and profane. This design honors this
patrimony with a rood screen that at once

sets apart the chancel-to emphasize the

sacredness of the Eucharist-while visu-

ally drawing in congregation members to

focus their minds and hearts on the altar.

The new screen replaces an exlsting
beam across the arch that frames the

choir and chancel. The mahogany screen

is lightened by tracery in hand-carved
quatrefoils and trefoils and dematerialized

I

by gilding. The octagonal colonnettes are

slender but sturdy, terminating in carved
finials and weaving with arches that
spring from them. The colonnettes pass

through the communion rail and land

lightly on the floor. The rail resumes the
rhythm of the screen above-a rhythm
set by existing kneeling cushions, cre-

ated by the parish needlework guild when

the church was originally consecrated.
Befitting a liturgical element with a rich
heritage, and with forms and details
referencing a range of English precedents,

this screen asserts its place in the living
tradition of the English church.

Jury Comments
This new rood screen effectively descrlbes

space and demarcates it. The arches echo the

exlstlng woodwork and break up the space'

An existing beam across the arch has been

removed and the scu/ptures that adorned it
have been sensitive/y incorporated into the

new screen. lt divides yet unifies.

Architect
Jackson & Ryan Architects
2370 Rice Boulevard, Suite 210
Houston, fX77OO5
713-526-5436
jacksonryan.com

John Clements, AIA; Cameron Bird, AIA
(project team)

Fabricator

New Holland

Fa bricator Representative

The Bethany Group

Contractor

Brookstone

Photography

Mark Scheyer
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Religious Arts , Liturgical Furnishings , Award

Ellen Pulner Hunt, AIA
Peace Yad " Austin, Texas

Artist

Ellen Pulner Hunt, AIA
1100 Constant Springs Dr
Austin, fexas 78746
5t2-527-4239
Ellen Pulner Hunt, AIA (project team)

Photography

Dennis Fagen

A torah written by a woman is an
unusual event, so the embellishments
surrounding that torah should recognize
the community that commissioned such
a scroll. The Peace Yad is made for the
reading of the torah written by a woman.
The congregation that commissioned the
torah is progressive and egalitarian, part of
the Jewish Conservative movement. The
theme for the new torah was the "Tree of
Life." ln many ways this simple idea is the
basis for the torah, both spiritually and
physically. The wooden handles that hold
the parchment scroll are known as Eytz
Chaim or, tree of life. In Proverbs 3:18
there is a verse that describes the torah as
a "tree of life to them who grasp it." This
congregation planted olive trees outside
the synagogue to symbolize peace and an
attachment to the community.

The Peace Yad reflects all of these ideas.
The traditional yad is a pointer used to
follow along while reading the torah.
Usually made of silver, they sometimes
have a tiny hand with a pointed finger at
the end (yad means hand in Hebrew).

The Peace Yad is made from branches
and leaves from one of the ollve trees that
mark the synagogue entrance. Cast in
silver and gold, the organic elements of
the tree are preserved. The pointer end is
cast from a sprouting spring branch. The
yad is made from two nested silver tubes
to accommodate hands of different sizes.
Two gold leaves sit opposite each other
at the end of the tube like the quills of an
arrow, allowing us to see the tube's length
and understand how it was made. The
tube is closed at the top by a subtle yellow
zircon, a stone mentioned in the torah as
being on the breastplates of priests. Each
link in the silver chain was hand soldered.

Jury Comments
Ihrs rs a wonderful object designed to be a
joy to hold. lt is designed to be held by people
with small, delicate hands, as well as those
with large ones. The twig and the leaves are
cast from olive trees that grow on the property
of the temple, and recall the symbol of the
Tree of Life.
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Religious Arts , Visual Arts

Scott Parsons
Our Lady of the Angels Conventual Church " Paradise Valley, Arizona

Designed as a place for worship within
the broader mission and ministry of the
Franciscan Renewal Center, this church
builds upon and expands the hospitality
and welcome that has long marked the
community. Nine works of new liturgical
art glass were commissioned, developed

thematlcally in conversation with the litur-
gical art committee.

The major vertical element, visible when
one enters the site, is the south art glass

window. This central element depicts the
earthly Mother of God accompanied by

angels, ascending to her place in heaven

as the woman clothed in the sun. As a
beacon to those who enter and an image

of the church's patroness, this window
clearly identifies the church without
overshadowing the liturgical environment.
The design for the window was deeply
inspired by Bonaventure, wherein the
circle is a potent image of the movement
from and return back. All of creation is

called back to the creator in this vision of

the cosmos returning to the divine mys-
tery that made it. The cosmic dimension
of creation and redemption are brought
together in this window and include
Hubble-inspired images of a multitude of
galaxles. The praises of St. Francis from
his Canticle of Creation, which begin to
form in the Marian window, are echoed

in the other commissioned windows
throughout the church.

Each glass panel was cut and pieced

together from mouth-blown antique glass

using a number of traditional and contem-
porary glass techniques, including silver
stain, acid-etching, sandblasting, and

enameling. The mouth-blown glass is lami-
nated to a carrier safety glass panel without
the use of traditional lead came. Three art
glass panels exceed 30 feet in height while
another is over 30 feet in length.

Jury Comments

These windows demonstrate the artist's great

freedom and courage in using bold color. The

detail in the Marian window is exquisite and

engaging. The Baptismal glass that defines

the drum of the dome is great, as are the rib'
bon windows, which appear to float. There is

remarkable depth in the g/ass.

Artist

Scott Parsons
1612 S. 4th Ave.

Sioux Falls, SD 57105
605-251-2012

Art Glass Fabricator

DERIX GLASSTUDIOS

Liturgical Consultant

Mark Joseph Costello

Architect
WRL Design

Photography

Scott Parsons
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Unbuilt Work , Award

Danze Blood Architects
Saints Peter and Paul Chapel " Austin, Texas

*atang with kneeleE
ststue ot Saint Paul
statue of Saint Peter
prepaEtion table
votive Bndles
mcifix

7

Saints Peter and Paul share the same feast
day: June 29. As the church binds Peter
and Paul into one body, this small family
chapel unifies their forces architecturally,
expressing their inherently oppositional
stereotomic and tectonic qualities. The
sharing of the same day is recognition of
the need to bind two necessary and pow-
erful opposing forces within the Church-
forces with attributes that struggle to resist
each other, but which must ultimately
exist in balanced conflict in any lasting

movement or institution. One force is
exemplified by Peter: strong, physical, and
grounded as on rock, he represents the
institutional Church with its hierarchy. The
other force represented by Paul is ethere-
al: light, articulated, and spirited energetic
expression, with the courage to discard
or reformulate traditions, to find newness
through Word and Spirit.

Architecturally this project expresses
these forces in the conceptually opposing
ideas of stereotomic versus tectonic con-
struction. Stereotomic can be understood
as making form out of the earth, as in
carving stone or casting concrete. Tectonic
can be thought of as creating structure,
space, and enclosure by assembling light-
er materials together. The chapel strives
to unify these oppositional forces into
one structure that maintains the separate
identities of material, yet unifies them into
a cohesive architectural expression.

This chapel is anchored by a powerful
concrete foundation (Peter) rising above
the steep terrain, its walls exposed and
sculpted to express unreserved strength.
Above this, a llghtweight wooden structure
(Paul) lightly engages its foundation. The
enclosed space is lithe, subtly expressing
ascendant movement while defining
a place of prayer and contemplation.
Concrete entry steps rise into the southern
sky and the vertical canopy inflects
upward, its soaring trajectory a shelter
transparent to the heavens.

Jury Comments
This design is evocative of Saints Peter and
Paul. There is a dialogue between them,
which is visually very compelling. lt is very
simple yet contemplative in nature, in a very
powerful way-4espite the missing images of
the interior.

Artist

Danze Blood Architects
4701 Spicewood Springs Road
Austin, TX7B73l
5t2-773-5207
danzeblood.com
John Blood, AIA;
Elizabeth Danze, FAIA;
Travis Avery (project team)
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Unbuilt Work , Award

Presentations Gallery
Golden Mean Spiral Hanging Sculpture " Anshe Emet Synagogue " Chicago, lllinois

Artist

Presentations Gallery
229 Washington St.

Mt.Vernon, NY 10553
9r7-553-3927
designs-ltd.com
Michael Berkowicz, Assoc AIA;
Bonnie Berkowicz;
Leonel Andino (project team)

Architect

Landau-Harding Architects

Renderer

AMD Rendering

through the very high open space, providing a subtle movement-
another level of mystery.

The letters decrease in size as they rise, from 12-inches high

at the lowest point to 3.5 inches over the 254-inch length of the

spiral. To achieve a single suspension of the spiral while keep-

ing its shape, a laminated tri-level aluminum structure will keep

the individual letters in place. Since the letters can be seen from

both the front and the back, the aluminum structure pierces the
letters, providing a finished look as viewed from both sides.

Jury Comments
The sculpture piece incorporates an important text, which implores us

to "Lift up thine eyes." This sculpture, like the universe itse/f is based

on spirals, and even suggests the Golden Mean and the cycles of the

calendar. The metal finish will contribute to the light reflected and

evoke the text.
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The spiral is a sacred symbol and geometry that represents the
journey of life reflecting the universal pattern of spiritual growth.

This sculpture is intended to transcend itself from its physical,

mathematical form into a spiritual equlvalent.
The sculpture will hang over a synagogue table from whlch the

torah will be read. Judaism, with the practice of weekly readings
from the torah, follows a pattern that cycles through the calen-
dar year. Enriched by new understanding and knowledge gained

through weekly readings and discussion, one moves forward and

upward, leaving the plane of the circular for the spiral. Sus-
pended over the reading table, the sculpture's spiral shape can

be symbolic of a filtering down from above, or as prayers rising
from the congregation. As such, this sculpture will represent
dialogue with the creator.

The spiral form is to be constructed of bronze-finished Hebrew
letters that gently summon the congregation to "Lift up thine
eyes..." (lsaiah 60:4). The letters will sparkle as air circulates
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Student Work , Award

Department of Architecture Students ,, University of Hartford
Building as Prayer: Campus Sukkah " University of Hartford " West Hartford, Connecticut
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This project explores the connection
between design, making, and prayer in

the design and construction of a campus
sukkah by architecture students, working
in collaboration with the campus Hillel
Jewish student organization.

The sukkah walls are designed so that
they can be easily assembled with re-
petitive units that can be demounted and
stored for next year's holiday. ln Judaism
the numbers 6, 12, and 18 are sacred, so

the students incorporated them into de-
mountable units 1B inches square, which
had depths of 6, 12, and 18 inches.
When assembled into a wall, these square
niches are open to receive gifts and offer-
Ings for the holiday, and they are adorned
with graffiti (another sukkah tradition) that
was laser cut. The sukkah wall units were
constructed by students weeks before final
assembly on campus.

The work was completed by students
and faculty of Jewish, lslamic, Christian,
agnostic, or atheistic backgrounds, but
all seemed to engage the project in the

spirit of construction as a form of prayer.

As 150 individual plywood units were fab-
ricated, transported, and assembled, the
work took on a repetitive nature, which
some students and faculty likened to
prayers and chants. Prayers were offered
at the beginning and end of the two days
of construction.

During construction, a Roman Catho-
lic student remarked that he felt that
he didn't need to attend Mass that day
because he saw his sukkah work a form
of worship. A practicing Muslim stu-
dent asked to help because she had just
received word that her grandmother had
passed away in Bangladesh. She felt
alone, and wanted to help construct this
space for Jewish ritual as a way to pray
for her departed grandmother. The process

of designing and making architecture can
take on the spiritual dimensions of prayer,

that in fact the act of prayer and the
repetitive nature of building construction
offer ways of transcending the everyday
and accessing the spiritual.

Jury Comments
Ihe process of design and construction of this
sukkah is modeled on prayer. This college-

community project brought people of different
faiths together, and the act of building was

a very important part of the project: prayer

in the context of community, and commu-
nity amid the context of prayer, which is the

essence of Hillel.

Desrgners

Department of
Architecture Students
University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117
860-768-5763
ha rtford. ed u/ceta/about-us/acaddepts/a rch.aspx

Theodore Sawruk (faculty),
Rebeccah Tuscano-Moss (faculty),
Jason Hegenauer (graduate assistant),
Nicholas Fucci (graduate assistant)

Client

Jason Oruch,
University of Hartford
Hillel Club

Photography

Rebeccah Tuscano-Moss
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Student Work , Award

Kamila Harunowicz
Centre of Contemplation " Lubuskie District, Poland

I

Kamila Harunowicz
ul. Polna 20
66-200 Swiebodzin, Poland
+48-507-444-867
k. harunowicz@gmail.com

Ihesls Supervlsor

Anna Maria Wierzbicka, Warsaw University of Technology

Structural Engineer

Piotr Pachowski, Warsaw University of Technology

Mecha n ical/ Electrical I Pl u m bi ng Engr nee r
Maciej Janowicz, Warsaw University of Technology

Civil Engineer

Marek Kollqtaj, Warsaw University of Technology

This design explores the themes of Christian meditation, in
particular lgnatian contemplation, to which the architectural
complex is dedicated. The project is designed to promote
cogitation and taking a rest in a green area near nature, away
from bustling cities. The context of the location influenced the
design. The Centre includes a chapel (liturgy and prayer); a

commons (lectures, contemplation, basic human needs); and
hermitages (rest and individual meditation).

The design is organized along an axis extending from the access
road toward the chapel (orientated to the east). The road is

emphasized by a high wall punctured by paths. At the end of
the road is a cross, symbolizing the end of the earthly life. The
dominant feature in the design is the chapel, which consists of
two blocks: the outer one is open (relating to the other objects
in form and material) and the inner one is solid concrete and
wood (contrasting to other buildings) The commons building
is organized as a cloister, with a square yard at the center
surrounded by simple blocks of buildings. The hermitages refer
to the archetypal house in their forms and gable roofs. Each

hermitage is sited to frame a similar view. The architecture of the
Centre is ascetic in form and details, made of natural materials to
harmonize with the landscape.

Jury Comments
This project's design takes a holistic view in its mrssion to serve the

function. The ceilingof the chapel, which is both high and low, is

expressed differently on the exterior. lt takes the architectural lan-
guage of the other buildings nearby and enhances it. lt also ties the

building to the site.
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Student Work , Award

Lafina Eptaminitaki
A Silent Space " Copenhagen, Denmark

I

Designer

Lafina Eptaminitaki
laf ina. nyc

This project is for the design of an intermediate space next to the
0sterport subway station in Copenhagen. lt is meant as a place

that offers a pause from reality and serves as a buffer from the
outside world, disconnecting a person from the chaotic surround-
ings and providing a place of calm and meditation, radiating
peace, and inviting silence.

Four ancient monasteries-the Great Lavra, Mount Athos,
Greece, 1Oth century; ld-D6r, South Syria, 5th century; Grande
Chartreuse, Grenoble, France, 11th century; El Escorial, Madrid,
Spain, 16th century-were studied as precedents for the project.
Their parts were listed, categorized, analyzed, and then limited
according their function, form, and position. Next, they were
introduced in a new order.

Light became the over-riding factor in the design. Light can
make a space alive, it can direct human movement but can
also guide it. A light-directed space has the obsolete need of

a sequence of shadows. These shadows orientate silence and
create an orchestrated emptiness. The project explores the use

of vertical elements that come alive under natural light. lt is a
public place that receives the oscillations of the emotional states
of the surroundings and transforms them into silent music. lt is
intended as a structure in the urban environment that contains
a microcosm within it-a simple composition of spaces that dif-
ferentiate themselves by the touch of air and light.

Jury Comments
Poetic and evocative of a monastic cloister, this project offers a perfect
place for meditation amid a context that is filled with noise. lt offers a
place to find solace amid the din of the subway. The space warms an
architect's heart, because it transforms the visitor. lt has a great sense

of space and light-the essences of architecture.
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Student Work , Award

Cheuk Wai Lam
Mountains of Arakan " Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

. :i, :i , ,,,t !.

The Rohingya people are regarded as one of the world's most
persecuted minorities. Because of their lslamic beliefs they are
under constant fear of persecution, torture, and racial discrimina-
tion. Arakan is designed as a safe haven for lVusllm women from
lVlyanmmar, in which they can rebuild their home and restore
their faith in their lslamic beliefs.

Beyond a visual connection to the city, Arakan forges a delicate
connection to the city through the interactive play of private and
public spaces. lt is important to consider the need for solitude
for these refugees. Yet despite the healing and safety provided,
there need to be equally secure yet public environments for
the residents to interact and blend into the social fabric of
Philadelphia. The project's public ground floor interlocks and
intersects into the most private residential life at the top of
the building. An open Burmese fabric market at ground level
promotes income and interaction with the outside context, while
the enclosed residential and communal areas are meant only for
the female residents of Arakan.

ln the middle of the building, where public and private
intersect, a figurative "floating" mosque is found. The volume is

rotated toward Mecca in defiance of the urban grid, creating an

appropriate hierarchal relationship to the rest of the program. On

the underside of the mosque, a fabric workshop and controlled
area acts as the intersection of private and public spheres.
It represents not only the programmatic blend in the middle,
but also the suggestion of a deeper connection through the
understanding of faith between Rohingyas and local residents.
Urban farming is implemented in the building as a way for the
refugees to sustain their own way of living, and the preservation
of their cultural heritage through lotus weaving.

Jury Comments
This carefully studied project integrates a threatened population into
the urban environment in Philadelphia, providing spaces for worship,
living, and commerce. The worship space A evocative. The design

expresses the local culture of modernism, with subtle references to the
work of Louis Kahn. Overall, the design is very poetic.

/-tr-.\

Desrgners

Cheuk Wai Lam
University of Pennsylvania
415-936-3045
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:udent Work , Award

)amian Louis Collins and Daniel Sadowniczyk
he Channel of Faith " Tanaf, Senegal, Africa
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re Qu'ran states that God made all living things from water,

erefore water plays an lmportant role In the design of this
osque. lt has fluidity that connects the community through the
rrification by water and the guidance of faith. The river in the
wn is a source of life, as water in lslam is a life-giving element.
r element taken from the nearby river is the shell. Shellfish is

high source of protein that the villagers benefit from, and it
spires the design and form of the mosque. The ablution area

at the center of the shell's base, the prayer wall at the front of

e hall is the openlng of the shell. The incorporation of the flow-
g bends in the river is seen in the roof and floor. The roof of the
osque slants and bends in one direction, while the floor steps
rd bends in the opposing dlrection.
lhere are several symbolic interpretations of the lslamic faith
the design. The mosque's floor is stepped down and there
e sevens steps representlng the Seven Layers of Heaven in the
lamic faith. The concept of moving water is strongly present,

which water is collected by the roof and dispensed in the
:lution area. The flood season is a time of plenty and revival
' life in the area. The water that flows through the mosque is
rmbolic of this. The water flows from the ablution area down
channel that divides the men and women within the prayer
all, becoming a symbol of direction to lead the faithful to the
'bla and to Mecca. The water then recollects in a pool that
imbedded in the qibla wall. lt represents a flourishing time

:tween culture, life, faith, and community.

rry Comments
us design for a mosque in Senegal pays commendable attention
airflow and indigenous constructability, which gives it a sense of
tention to detail. lt has a sense of importance as the centerpiece of
e village, but is not made of precious materials. Nice use of earthen
:icks, wood, and thatch-materials of the site-with references to the

nrby river. This mosque has a living, organic quality.

)

Desrgners

Damian Louis Collins and Daniel Sadowniczyk
Department of Architecture
University of Hartford
200 Bloomfield Avenue
West Hartford, CT 06117
860-768-4755
ha rtford.ed u/ceta/a bout- us/acaddepts/a rch. aspx
Michael J. Crosbie, FAIA (faculty), Timothy Adekunle, Assoc. AIA (faculty)
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ARcnrtBcrs Drnpcrony
Ar_chitectural Design Incorporated
fohn Ingwersen
Architecture of falth - t'rom the heart.
62 Route 6A
Orleans, MA 02653
508-255-0606
jean@ad-archts.com
www-adarchts.com

Association of Consultants for
Liturgical Space
Carol Frenning, ACLS President
Source for Liturgical design consultants,
architects & artists dedicoted to the creation of
beautiful worship spaces.
'1201 Yale Place #1402
Minneapolis, MN 55403
www.liturgical+onsultants.org

Bialosky Cleveland
|ack Alan Bialosky, fr., AtA, IIDA, LEED Ap
AIA Ohio Gold Medol Firm creating meaningful
solulions that are innovotive. responsive.
enduring and beautiful.
6555 Carnegie Avenue
Cleveland, OH44103
216-752-8750
www.bialosky.com

Context Architecture
feffShaw
68 Harrison Avenue, 5th Floor
Boston, MA 02'111

617423-1400

ishaw@contextarc.com
www.contextarc.com

Martin A. De Sapio, AIA
Architecture, planning interior design of
worship space environments including
new focilities, additions, renovations and
restorations.
270 South Main Street, Suite 300
Flemington, NJ 08822
908-788-5222
mdesapio@desapio.com
www.desapio.com

Finegold Alexander Architects
Maurice N. Finegold, FAIA
Recipient offour Religlous Art & Architecture
Awards and the Edward S. Frey Award.
77 N. Washington Street
Boston, MA 02114
617-227-9272
mnf@faainc.com
wwwfaainc.com

Goring & Straia Architects
James A. Goring
Creating memoroble places t'or communities
of all faiths.
729 Heinz Avenue, Suite 'i

Berkeley, CA9471c2739
s1G848-0895
jgoring@gasarchitects.com
wwwgasarchitects.com

Kliment Halsband Architects
Melissa Kuronen
Dxign for all t'aiths, winner of Faith & Form and
AIA Design Awards.
322 Eighth Avenue
NewYork, NY 1000'1

212-243-7400
info@kliment-halsband-com
www.kliment-halsband.com

Kodet Architectural Group, Ltd.
Mike Schellin, AIA
Prot'essional, awardwinning architecture,
lnter[ors and planning.
15 Groveland Terrace
Minneapolis, MN 55403
612-377-2737
arch@kodet.com
www.kodet.com

MBB Architects
feffreyMurphy
Nationally award winningspaces t'or worship,
encompossing architecture master pla nning
restoration, renovation and interior design.
48 West 37th Street
NewYork, Ny-t00i8
212-768-7676
marketing@mbbarch.com
www.mbbarch.com

Weber Murphy Fox
Douglas Hoffman
Our speclal$ is early planning studies and
complete church design and construction.
1801 East gth Street, Ste. 1500
Cleveland, OH 44114
216-623-3700
dhoffman@wmf-inc.com
www.wmf-inc.com

Anrr sr/AnusAN DTRECToRy
Beprrsnar FoNts s( FouNrerNs HrRlrNc GenoeNs INrpRron REstonatroN
Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS hos created original
murals and interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrols, basilicas, churches, shrines
and chapels nationwide .

2405 South 162ndSt.
New Berlin, WI 53151
800-969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Water Structures LLC
Kim Noble
Manufacturer of custom baptismols and
equipmenL. Twentyseven years experience
with over 350 baptismals.
PO Box 2938, 60 Stard Road
Seabrook, NH 03874
800-747-O168
knoble@waterstructuresco.com
baptismal-fonts.com

Dr,conauvp FrNr sur,s/M uners

Virginia Burt Designs, Inc.
Virginia Burt, FASLA, FCSLA
Creating healing gardens, socred landscapes
and moster plans for healthcare and spiritual/
religious institution s.

6555 Carnegie Ave, Suite 200
Cleveland, OH 44103
21G41G6400

Cathedral Arts Restoration
Restoration, heservotion, ortisan plaster,
limestone color decorotive, architecture art.
327 E.22ndStreel#4
Brooklyn, NY 11226
917417-7645
cathedralartsrestoration@gmail.com
www.cathedralartsrestoration.com

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Internationolly recognized CSS has created and
restored beautiful interiors ond ar1rrork for
cathedrals, churches and chapels throughout
the country for 125 years .

2405 South 162ndst.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Rambusch Decorating Co.
Martin V. Rambusch
Rombusch works tn des[gn, conservotion,
preseruotion ond replicatton of decoratfue
obiects and englneered lighting
160 Cornelison Avenue

Jersey City, NJ 07304
201-333-2525
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch.com

LrcHrtNc
Rambusch Decorating Co.
Martinv. Rambusch
Rambusch works in design, conservation,
preservatlon and replication of decorative
objects and eng[neered lighting.
'160 Cornelison Avenue

Jersey City, Nl 07304
201-333-2525
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch.com

LrruncrceL DrsicN
CoNsuLteNrs
Association of Consultants for
Liturgical Space
Carol Frenning, ACLS President
Source for Liturgical design consultants,
architects & ortists dedicated to the creotion
beautiful worsh ip spaces.

120'1 Yale Place *1402
Minneapolis, MN 55403
wwwliturgical-consultants.org

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 725 years, CSS has created ori$n
murals and interior decoration and restored
ent[re cathedrals, bas[licas, churches, shrines
and chopels nationwide .

2405 South 162ndSt.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Presentations Synagogue
Arts & Furnishings
Michael Berkowicz and
Bonnie Srolovitz
Synagogue art and furnishings, Memorial
walls, Holocaust memorials. Meaningt'ul and
artistic donor recognition walls.
229 Washington Street
ML Vernon, NY 10553
914-66A-8181
SynagFurn@aol.com
synagoguefu rnishings.com

Rambusch Decorating Co.
MartinV. Rambusch
Rambusch works ln design, conservotion,
preseruation and replicatlon of decorative
obiects and engineered llghting
160 Cornelison Avenue

lersey Ciry NJ 07304
201333-2525
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch.com

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has created original
murals and interior decoration dnd restored
entire cathedrals, basilicos, churches, shrines
ond chapels nationwide .

2405 South 162ndst.
NewBerlin, WI 53151
800-969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

DoNon RncocNrrroN
Presentations Synagogue
Arts & Furnishings
Michael Berkowicz and
Bonnie Srolovitz
Sltnagogue art and furnishings, Memorial
walls, Holocaust memorials. Meaningt'ul and
ortistic donor recognition walls.
229 Washington Street
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
914-668-8181
SynagFurn@aol.com
synagoguefurnishings.com

v@vburtdesigns.com
www.vburtdesigns-com

Holoceusr Mnnronrars
Presentations Synagogue
Arts & Furnishings
Michael Berkowicz and
Bonnie Srolovitz
Swagogue art and furnishings, Memorial
walls, Holocaust memorials. Meaningful and
artlstic donor recognition walls.
229 Washington Street.
Mt. Vernon, NY 10553
914468-8181
SynagFurn@aol.com
synagoguefurnishings.com

INrnRron Dr.srcN
Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 yeors, CSS has created original
murals and interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrals, basilicas, churches, shrines
and chapels natlonwide .

2405 South 162ndst.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

INrrnton/PlesrER MATNTENANCE

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has created original
murals ond interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrals, basilicas, churches, shrines
and chapels nationwide .

2405 South 162ndst.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969,3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Subscription form online at
fa itha ndform.com/su bscri be
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\nrr sr/Anrr seN D mrcroRy

t'fLrRGrcAL FunNrsnrNcs Mosarcs
lndy and wynn
ff Wynn,MFA
lebrating our 30th Year: Designing and
,ilding orignal liturgical t'urnishings,stone,
ztal ond wood.
t49 Bethel Church Road
)ring Ciry PA19475
0495-3006
,ndyvuynn@verizon.net

rvr,r,.condyandwynn.com

rth Sculpture
MdOrth

Altars, wall crosses, procession al
candle stands, fonts, etc. Wood, steel,
Modern-pri mitive style .

Bunker Hill Road
tL601s2

Synagogue
&

and
Srolovitz

rlls;

listic donor recognition walls.

J9 Washington Street

ft. Vernon, NY 10553
4-668-8181
nagFurn@aol.com

Co.

works in design, conservation,
and replication of decorative

and engi neered ligh ti ng
Cornelison Avenue

Nl 07304

hggoners, Inc. - Cushions
,urch seating and kneelingcushlons our
ecialg.

Box 1037
KS 6750+1037

The Cavallini Co., Inc.
Manlio and/or A&ian Cavallini
3410 Fredericksburg Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78201-3847
800-72j8161
cavallinis@aol.com
www.cavallinistudios.com

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has credted original
murals and interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrals, basilicas, churches, shines
and chapels nationwide .

2405 South 162nd SL
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Rambusch Decorating Co.
MartinV. Rambusch
Rambur.h works in design, conservation,
preseruation ond replication of decomtive
objects and engineered lighting.
160 Cornelison Avenue
lersey Ciry Nl 07304
201-33t2s2s
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch-com

Rrrrcrous Anr
Association of Consultants for
Liturgical Space
Carol Frenning, ACLS President
Source for Litutgical design consultonts,
architects & artists dedicated to the creotion of
beoutiful worsh i p spacx.
1201 Yale Place #1402
Minneapolis, MN 55403
www.liturgical-consultants.org

RENoveu o N/Rrsro narr or.r

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has created original
murals and interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrols, bosilicas, churches, shrines
and chapels nationwide .

2405 South 162ndSL
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Rambusch Decorating Co.
MartinV. Rambusch
Rambusch worhs in design, conservation,
preservation and replication of decorative
objects ond engineered lighting
160 Cornelison Avenue
Jersey City, NI 07304
201-333-2525
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch.com

Sculprunr, s DE.coRArrvE Anr
Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has created ori$nal
mumls and interior decoration and restored
entire cathedrols, bosilicos, churches, shri nes
and chapels n ati onwi de -

2405 South 162ndst.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

MargaretAdams Parker
Sculpture, etched glass, litur$cal art and
design; by award-winning artist; designed to
client's needs.
827 Fontaine Street
Nexandria,YA22302
703-549-5792
info@margaretadamsparker. com
www.margaretadamsparker. com

SrarNro Gless
Architectural Stained
Glass, Inc.
feff Smith
Creating critically
throughout North

acclaimed stai n ed glass

P.O. Box 1126
Fort Davis, fi 79734
4324263311

igs@archstglassinc.com
www.archstglassinc.com

The Cavallini Co., Inc.
Manlio and/or Adrian Cavallini
Stained, Foceted, Etched glass, Mosoics,
Historic Restoration, Protection glass - Since
1953.

3410 Fredericksburg Rd.
San Antonio, TX 78201-3847
80G7234161
cavallinis@aol.com
www.cavallinistudios.com

Conrad Schmitt Studios, Inc.
Celebrating 125 years, CSS has creoted and
conserved exceptional stained, faceted and
etched glass for cathedrals, basilicas, churches,
shines and chapels across the nation.
2405 South 162ndSt.
New Berlin, WI 53151
80G969-3033
studio@conradschmitt.com
www.conradschmitt.com

Harriet Hyams
PO Box 178
Palisades, NY 10964
845-3s9{061
harriart50@gmail.com
www.harriethyams.com

Rambusch
Decorating Company
Martin V. Rambusch
Rambuxh works in design, conservation,
preservotion and replication of decorative
objects and en$neered lighting.
160 Cornelison Avenue
Jersey City, Nl 07304
201-33?2525
martinr@rambusch.com &
info@rambusch.com
www.rambusch.com

SvNacocur Anr
Presentations Synagogue
Arts & Furnishings
Michael Berkowicz and
Bonnie Srolovitz
Sryagogue art and furnishings, Memorial
wolls, Holocaust memorials. Meoningful and
artistic donor recqnition walls.
229 Washington Street
Mt. Vernon, l{Y 10553
914468-8181
SynagFurn@aol.com
synagoguefu rnishings.com

SyNacocur, FunNrsnrNcs
Presentations Synagogue
Arts & Furnishings
Michael Berkowicz and
Bonnie Srolovitz
229 Washington Street
Mt. Vernon, I'{Y '10553

914468A181
SynagFurn@aol.com
synagoguefu rnishings.com

America since 1977.

Want to be
!isted
in our

directory?
Contact

Trena McClure:
tm ccl u r e @f aith o n df o r m, co m

or704.927.2253

Get connected. Stay informed. Join the Gonversation.

Linked in
twitter.com/faithandform faithandform.com/li n kedin pinterest.com/faithformthei nt

instagram.com/faithandform faithandform.com facebook.com/fa ithandform
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Foith & Form Mogozine
1737 Kenyon St, NW
Woshington. DC 20010

Nonprofit Org
U,S. Postoge

PAID
Bereo, OH

Permit No,33l

DECORATING & RESTORING
AIIERICA, S SaCRED Sp,tCES
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Rendering

Carra*5M
DECORATIVE PAINTING. STnINIo CLASS t INTERIOR DESIGN . MURALS

MOSAIC T CONSTRVATION ' STNTURRY I LITURCICAL CONSULTINC T FUNDRAISING

conradschmitt.com . 800-969 -3033

Pictured above: St. Columban Church I Chillicothe, MO - lnterior Restoration


